
Learn 1Tenses
Simple Present – the S on the he/she/it

Singular Plural
First Person I Learn We learn
Second Person You Learn You learn
Third Person He/she/it learns They learn

Present Continuous – aka the ing
Use the verb ‘to be’ ;) Singular Plural
First Person I am learning We are learning
Second Person You are learning You are learning
Third Person He/she/it is learning They are learning

Verbs: Adding ing (continuous tenses) rules
 Add two letters to verb if second vowel before end is a short vowel sound

o Running
o Spitting

 In an e at the end of verb, drop the e and put ing
o Faking
o Placing

 If two letter word like be or a word with two ee’s like see then just add the ing

To Be – Contractions
Singular Plural

First Person I’m We’re
Second Person You’re You’re
Third Person He’s/she’s/it’s They’re

Simple Past – Britain learnt
All forms learned – because learned is a regular verb in USA

Past Continuous
Using ‘to be’ verb in the past form. Second
column on page 157.

Singular Plural

First Person I was learning We were learning
Second Person You were learning You were learning
Third Person He/she/it was learning They were learning

Simple Future
Always will learn

or alternately
Using the verb ‘to be’ Singular Plural
First Person I am going to learn We are going to learn
Second Person You are going to learn You are going to learn
Third Person He/she/it is going to learn They are going to learn

Future Continuous
Always will be learning
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Present Perfect
The weird has thing ;). Can stick
already,only,lately,almost in between
have and verb. Contractions are used
when a sentence is more than two
characters or unless it is a question (in
which case the perfect  “have” and the
verb are reversed in order.)

Singular Plural

First Person I have learned We have learned
Second Person You have learned You have learned
Third Person He/she/it has learned They have learned

To Have - Contractions
Singular Plural

First Person I’ve We’ve
Second Person You’ve You’ve
Third Person He’s/she’s/it’s –note this is same as To Be

contraction ;)
They’ve

Present Perfect Continuous
Same rules as present perfect Singular Plural
First Person I have been learning We have been learning
Second Person You have been learning You have been learning
Third Person He/she/it has been learning They have been learning

Infinitive and Gerunds
1. First see if you can do stative.
2. If not try Gerund
- A lot of verbs will work for both

 With a gerund or infinitive this “first verb” in a two verb combination becomes the verb. Then the second verb becomes the
a noun (subject or object.). If a subject or subject pronoun is not stated then the gerund can come before the second verb.
i.e.: Learning quietly is hard. Attending dinners is optional.

 Note: you can use past tense  or stick a have in front of two verbs too 

Infinitives – stative (non-action) verb
Move the to after the verb (i.e. between the two verbs)

Singular Plural
First Person I learn to dance We learn to dance
Second Person You learn to dance You learn to dance
Third Person He/she/it learns to dance They learn to dance

Or alternately Gerunds – action verbs
Singular Plural

First Person I avoid dancing We avoid dancing
Second Person You avoid dancing You avoid dancing
Third Person He/she/it avoids dancing They avoid dancing
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Past Perfect
Always had with the perfect form of second verb ;)

Past Perfect Continuous
Always had been with the ing added to verb


